
English  

I can answer how and why questions 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6c5cb0u0rPM 

Task: Read the first two pages of our text Whatever Next and talk to the children 
about going to the moon. Ask your child—why did mommy say no?  How can ba-
by bear get to the moon? How will he make a rocket?  Ask the children to think 
what might happen next?  In the space below write down what your child says.  
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English  

I can draw a rocket 

Task: After reading the text ‘Whatever Next’ talk to the children about rocket.  
Ask, what shapes can you see?  Does it have wheels or wings?  What would they 
like their rocket to have one it.  Ask the children to draw their rocket and label 
what it has on it. 

Challenge: Can you name the shapes? 
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Phonics  

I can use voice sounds 

Task: Read the activities and with your child complete the tasks set —can you 
complete them all? 

 



English  

I can talk about what I would take to the moon 

Task: Talk about ‘Whatever Next’ with your child and ask them—What 
would they take to the moon?  Using the case draw and write a list of 
what you would take to moon on your adventure! 
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Creative  

I can make a rocket  

Task: Using the instructions below make a rocket like baby bear  and then use it 
in your play.– take a picture and stick it to the next page 

 

 

 



Creative  

I can make a Flying Saucer 

Task: Using the instructions below make a flying saucer and then use it in your 
play.– take a picture and stick it to the next page 

 

 

 



English  

I can use tool to cut/ or make marks 

Task: Using the pictures below, cut out the space shapes.  If you do not have scis-
sors, we can give you some.  If  that is too hard or you do not have scissors, use a 
pencil or pen to follow the lines.   
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Creative -Week 6  

I can make a bear mask  

Task: Using a the template below cut out the bear mask—can your colour or 
paint it?  Can you make some fluffy fur?  Can you add a button to the nose?  
Once you have made it, act out our Whatever Next! Story.  Take a picture and 
email  it to us at— nursery@hollyhill.bham.sch.uk 

 


